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We study three-dimensional metals with nontrivial correlation functions and fractionalized excitations. We
formulate for such states a gauge theory, which also naturally describes the fractional quantization of chiral
anomaly. We also study fractional superconductors in this description. This formulation leads to the “three-
dimensional chiral Luttinger liquids” and fractionalizedWeyl semimetals, which can arise in both fermion and
boson models. We also propose experiments to detect these fractionalized phases.
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Introduction.
Fractionalization of quantum numbers [1–20] such as elec-

trical charge is an intriguing phenomenon in condensed mat-
ter physics. Fractionalization in weakly interacting systems
is usually associated with topological solitons, a simplest ex-
ample being the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger soliton[2–5] in poly-
acetylene. Fractionalized excitations can also arise in strongly
correlated systems, in which strong interaction among elec-
trons plays an essential role in fractionalization. In fact, one
of the best known examples of charge fractionalization is the
elementary excitations (quasi-particles or quasi-holes)carry-
ing charge±e/m in the m-th Laughlin state[21–23], which
describes a fractional quantum Hall state, one of the proto-
types of strongly correlated systems. The one-dimensional
(1D) chiral Luttinger liquids[24–27] (CLLs) at the edge of the
Laughlin states are fractionalized metals, for which the elec-
tron Green’s function follows a nontrivial power-law[24–27]

G(x, t) ∝
1

(x− vF t)m
(1)

wherevF is a velocity parameter. This correlation is in sharp
contrast with expectation of Landau’s Fermi liquid theory.

Charge fractionalization is a much more subtle problem for
strongly correlated systems in spatial dimensions higher than
one (d > 1), due to absence of powerful analytical tools such
as bosonization. Describing fractionalized metals ind > 1
analogous to the 1D chiral Luttinger liquids is one of the mo-
tivations of the present work. A deeper motivation, as we
now explain, is to describe a class of quantum phenomena we
dubbed “fractional anomalies”. This was the initial motivation
of this work.

In quantum mechanics, an “anomaly” refers to the failure
of a symmetry of the classical action to be a symmetry of
the full quantum theory. The earliest example is the chiral
anomaly[28–30], which implies chiral current nonconserva-
tion in the presence of nontrivial gauge field backgrounds. Re-
markably, chiral anomaly also has significant implicationsin
condensed matter systems[31–37], where it is deeply related
to topological states such as topological insulators and topo-
logical superconductors[31, 38–57]. As a simplest example,
the one-dimensional edge of 2D integer quantum Hall edge

states has the chiral anomaly for electrical current[103]

∂µ jµR = nR
e2

4π
ǫµνFµν (2)

the superscript and subscript ‘R’ appears because low energy
fermions have definite chirality, which is taken to be right-
handed, i.e., they all move towards the right direction. Here
the integernR is the number of these edge modes. According
to the bulk-edge correspondence,nR is also equal to the Chern
number of the two-dimensional bulk of quantum Hall insu-
lators. In this example the origin of chiral anomaly is trans-
parent: The transverse current (Hall current) in the bulk adds
or removes charges at the edge, which is regarded as charge
noncnservation by an edge observer.

On one hand, there have been various arguments pointing
to the quantization (non-renormalization) of chiral anomaly.
On the ohter hand, the existence of fractional quantum Hall
effects has deepened our understanding of chiral anomaly.
For the Laughlin state with filling factorν = 1

m, the chi-
ral edge state has the fractional chiral anomaly[58]∂µ jµR =
1
m

e2

4πǫ
µνFµν, which is consistent with the chiral Luttinger liq-

uid theory[24–27].
In 3D, the integer chiral anomaly reads∂µ jµR =

nR
e3

32π2 ǫ
µνρσFµνFρσ and∂µ jµL = −nL

e3

32π2 ǫ
µνρσFµνFρσ, or more

compactly[28],

∂µ jµ5 = (nR+ nL)
e3

32π2
ǫµνρσFµνFρσ (3)

wherenR andnL is the number of modes of right-handed and
left-handed chiral fermions, respectively, and the chiralcur-
rent jµ5 ≡ jµR − jµL. Note that in Eq.(3) we have the fac-
tor e3 becausejµR refers to electrical current (for the cur-
rent associated with particle number this factor should bee2).
The chiral anomaly have interesting physical implicationsfor
Weyl semimetals (and Weyl superconductors) [32, 37, 59–79]
(“Weyl fermions” is another name of chiral fermions).

By analogy with 1D fractional chiral anomaly, the “frac-
tional chiral anomaly” for right-handed chiral fermions in3D
reads

∂µ jµR = ν
e3

32π2
ǫµνρσFµνFρσ (4)
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ν being a non-integer rational number. We shall not repeat the
same equation for left-hand chiral fermions. However, such
a fractional anomaly can never be achieved in any noninter-
acting picture or Landau’s Fermi liquid theory. In fact, free
fermions always have integer anomaly, and modest interac-
tion cannot renormalize this integer quantization. Invalidating
the Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory, certain strong interactions
may allow fractional quantization, however, a simple formu-
lation of how this actually happens is lacking. As we shall
show, the fractional chiral anomaly is naturally realized in the
fractionalized metals studied in this paper.

With these motivations, we studied fractionalized (semi-
)metals in 3D with nontrivial exponents in correlation func-
tions. The elementary excitations carry a fraction of electron
charge. In our formulation an important role is played by the
Higgs mechanism, which gives mass to gauge bosons, such
that their effects are suppressed at low energy. The results of
this paper is applicable to 3D “chiral Luttinger liquids” atthe
surface of 4D quantum Hall states, and to fractionalized Weyl
semimetals, which in principle can be realized in experiments.

S U(N) gauge theory formulation of three-dimensional
fractionalized metals.

The Hamiltonian of electron in a periodic lattice system can
be generally written as

H =
∑

i j

c†i [ti j eieAi j + eA0(i)δi j ]c j +
∑

i j

Vi j nin j + . . . (5)

where the subscripti, j refer to all microscopic degrees of
freedom including site, spin, and orbital,ni is the particle
number operator, andA0(i) and Ai j are temporal and spatial
components of a classical electromagnetic potential addedfor
later convenience.

To investigate possible fractional phases, the trick[80–82]
we will use is to write the electron operatorci in terms of
parton operatorsqia

ci = qi1qi2 . . .qiN =
1
N!
ǫab...cqiaqib . . .qic (6)

where the parton operatorsqia (a = 1, 2 . . .N) are fermionic.
The electron operatorci is invariant under the local gauge
transformationqai → Wi,abqbi, whereWi ∈ S U(N). We will
see shortly that this implies that each parton is coupled to an
emergentS U(N) gauge field[83, 84] with lattice gauge poten-
tial (a0(i), ai j ) to be defined below. We also note that this par-
ton approach can work if the original fermionsci are replaced
by bosonsbi , the only modification being thatN becomes even
integer.

Within the mean field approximation, the quadratic Hamil-
tonian for the partons reads

Hmean =
∑

i j

∑

ab

(ti j Ki j,abe
ieAi j /Nq†iaq jb + Vi j K

′
i j,abe

ieAi j /Nq†iaq jb

+ . . .) +
∑

i

∑

ab

q†ia[λl
0(i)T l

ab+ e
A0(i)

N
δab]qib (7)

where

Ki j,aa′ = eieAi j (N−1)/N(1/N!)2

〈ǫab...c(qib . . .qic)
†ǫa′b′ ...c′ (q jb′ . . .q jc′)〉,

and similarly forK′i j,ab. In Eq.(7) we have added the Lagrange

multiplier λl
0(i) (l = 1, . . . ,N2 − 1) to ensure the constraints

q†i1qi1 = . . . = q†iNqiN for the physical Hilbert space,T l being
the generators ofS U(N). Writing the mean-field Hamiltonian
in Eq.(7) more compactly, we have

Hmean=
∑

i j

∑

ab

q†ia[Ui j,abe
ieAi j /N + (λl

0(i)T l
ab+ e

A0

N
δab)δi j ]q jb(8)

whereUi j,ab = ti j Ki j,ab + Vi j K′i j,ab + . . .. It is readily under-
stood thatUi j,abs are dynamical variables with their effective
LagrangianLeff(U), whose explicit form does not concern us
here. We can write theN × N matrixUi j as

Ui j = Ūi j e
iai j (9)

in which ai j = al
i j T

l is a N × N Hermitian matrices describ-
ing theS U(N) ‘phase’ fluctuations ofUi j around the mean
field valueŪi j , while the amplitude fluctuation ofUi j is ig-
nored. Similarly, we can split the Lagrange multiplier as
λ0(i) = ā0(i) + a0(i), ā0(i) and a0(i) being the vacuum ex-
pectation value and the fluctuation ofλ0(i), respectively. We
can see thata0(i) can be regarded as the temporal component
of an emergentS U(N) gauge field, whose spatial components
areai j .

Now let us discuss the dynamics of theS U(N) gauge po-
tentials (al

0(i), al
i j ) in the long wavelength limit, which are re-

ferred to as “al
µ” (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3), or more compactly as “al”

when there is no confusion. The most important problem now
is whether the gauge bosons are massless or massive, namely,
whether the effective actionLeff(U) contains mass terms foral .
In fact, the gauge bosons can become massive by the Higgs
mechanism, the vacuum expectation (¯a0(i), Ūi j ) playing the
role of “Higgs fields”. To be precise, the gauge bosonsal

will generally be massive if there exists certain loopCi given
by i → j → k . . . → l → i for which [T l ,P(Ci)] , 0,
where the fluxP(Ci) ≡ Ūi j Ū jk . . . Ūli , P̂ being the path or-
dering. According to this general criterion, there are several
scenarios[58] associated with different types of (¯a0(i), Ūi j ):

1. “Generic flux”. For anyS U(N) group generatorT l ,
there exists certain loopCi for which the commutator
[P(Ci),T l ] , 0. All gauge bosons are massive in this
case.

2. Trivial flux. We haveP(Ci) = 1 for an arbitrary loopCi ,
in other words, [P(Ci),T l] = 0 for all T l and allCi . All
gauge bosons are massless in this case.

3. Coplanar flux. For some of of theS U(N) group gen-
erators, sayTm, the relation [P(Ci),Tm] = 0 ( for
anyCi ) is satisfied; while for other group generators,
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sayTn, there exists at least one choice ofCi such that
[P(Ci),Tn] , 0. The gauge bosons associated with the
first class of group generators are massless, while those
associated with the second class are massive.

Similar scenarios emerge in theS U(2) gauge-field formula-
tion of spin liquid[58, 85, 86]. Without going into technical
details, here we simply provide an intuitive argument for these
scenarios (not a proof). In the continuum limit, the effective
Lagrangian generally contain a term tr([aµ, āν]2), whereāν de-
notes the background field determined by (¯a0(i), Ūi j ). When
this term is non-vanishing, it can be regarded as a mass term
for aµ, therefore, the Higgs mechanism of non-Abelian gauge
field does not require matter fields (partons in our context);
gauge fields themselves can trigger the Higgs mechanism be-
cause they carry gauge charge[58] (Unlike the Abelian gauge
field theory, in which the gauge boson is charge neutral).

Here let us focus on the first scenario, namely that all
S U(N) gauge bosons acquire an mass from the Higgs mecha-
nism. An explicit ansatz realizing this scenario will be given
shortly. In this case the gauge bosons can only mediate
short-range interactions, thus they do not cause infrared di-
vergences.

If the original electron system hasn bands, namely, there
aren microscopic electronic states (referred to asα, β, . . .) in
each unit cell, then the mean-field Hamiltonian Eq.(8) for par-
tons hasnN bands.

Suppose that the parton mean-field HamiltonianHmean

has m valleys near Ks (s = 1, 2, . . . ,m), where the
band structure is that of right-handed chiral fermions (Weyl
fermions). Within the valley aroundKs, the two low en-
ergy bands are described approximately by the Hamilto-
nian q†(k)P̂shs(k)P̂sq(k), whereq(k) is the abbreviation for
(q1(k), q2(k), . . . , qnN(k))T, P̂s is the projection operator to the
two low energy bands, and

hs(k) =
∑

i, j=1,2,3

vi jσi(k −Ks) j − µ (10)

wherevi j (i, j = 1, 2, 3 or x, y, z) play the role of Fermi ve-
locities, and the Pauli matricesσi (i = 1, 2, 3) act on the two
low energy bands. In the following we will take allKs = 0
andvi j = vFδi j (vF > 0) without affecting main physical con-
clusions. Atµ = 0, the Fermi surface shrinks to a point. By
dimensional analysis, various short range interactions such as
q†q†qq (indices omitted) are irrelevant in the renormalization
group sense. The electromagnetic interaction is marginally
irrelevant[104]. Therefore, at low energy or long distancethe
Green’s function of partons is just that of the free fermions.
The elementary excitations are partons (and holes of partons)
carrying charge±e/N, which is a direct manifestation of frac-
tionalization.

In the momentum space, the parton Green’s function is
denoted asgαa,βb(ω, k), whereα, β = 1, 2, . . . , n and a, b =
1, 2, . . . ,N. In the low energy limit it is given byg =
∑

s P̂sgs(ω, k)P̂s, with gs(ω, k) being the contribution of the
s-th valley. In our simplest ansatz it readsgs(ω, k) = 1/(ω +

i0+sgn(ω) − vFσ · k). Fourier-transformed to the real space,
the parton Green’s function is

gs(x, t) ∝
vF t + σ · x
(x2 − v2

F t2)2
(11)

wherex2 ≡ x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3. The electron Green’s function is

Gαβ(x, t) = detgαa,βb(x, t) (12)

where the determinant is calculated regarding the color index
a (b ) as the row (column) index of matrixgαa,βb, the indices
α, β being fixed. Becauseg(x, t) ∝ 1/t3 in the long time limit,
it readily follows that in this limit

G(0, t) ∝
1

t3N
(13)

Similarly, we haveG(x, 0) ∝ 1/x3N in the long distance limit.
The power-law behavior of Green’s function, with the expo-
nent quantized as an integer[87], is reminiscent of the chi-
ral Luttinger liquids in 1D. As a comparison, the 1D chiral
Luttinger liquid at the edge ofm-th Laughlin state has[58]
G(0, t) ∝ t−m.

Since each parton carries electrical chargee/N, the coeffi-
cient of chiral anomaly in Eq.(4) is

ν = (1/N)3
×m= m/N3 (14)

which can be readily obtained from the triangular
diagram[28], with parton propagators extracted from
Eq.(10). Due to the non-renormalization property of chiral
anomaly, modest modifications of Hamiltonian cannot change
this quantizedν.

Sofar we have formulated a self-consistent theory of frac-
tionalized metals in 3D, for which the Green’s function fol-
lows a nontrivial power-law, and the chiral anomaly is frac-
tionally quantized. Now we would like to discuss the phys-
ical applications of this formulation. The most direct appli-
cation can be found at the surface of 4D fractional quantum
Hall effects[88–91]. From our formulation it is clear that frac-
tionalized metal (“3D chiral Luttinger liquid”) is a possible
and consistent scenario in certain regime. Our formulation
can also be applied to Weyl semimetals with equal number of
modes of right-handed and left-handed chiral fermions. For
Weyl semimetals the nontrivial exponents in Green’s function
can be measured in tunneling experiments, which provide in-
formation of the electron density of states.

Now let us study two simple examples. We consider single-
band lattice boson models, and write the (hard-core) boson
operatorbi asbi = qi1qi2. The mean-field ansatz readsHmean=
∑

k q†h(k)q, q being the shorthand notation for (q1(k), q2(k))T.
The first example we consider ish(k) = vFσ · k, which gives
nonzero masses to all threeS U(2) gauge bosons because none
of σi (i = 1, 2, 3) commutes withvFσ · k for a generick.
According to Eq.(14), we have fractional anomaly

ν = (1/N)3 = 1/8 (15)
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FIG. 1: Dislocation of density wave. A screw dislocationl is parallel
with the arrow. Alongl the one-dimensional fractionalized modes
propagate unidirectionally. The “Hall conductance” of this chiral
mode ise2/N2h, which signifies fractionalization (see main text).

Such a fractional anomaly can be realized at the boundary of
a 4D (boson) quantum Hall insulators. The parton propagator
for this model is exactly given by Eq.(11). The boson Green’s
function can be obtained from Eq.(12), with the simplification
in this special case that the indicesα, β are absent. Explicitly,
we have

G(x, t) = detg ∝
1

(x2 − v2
F t2)3

(16)

which impliesG(0, t) ∝ 1/t6 in thet → ∞ limit.
The second example of parton mean-field Hamiltonian is

h(k) = [2tx(coskx − cosK) + m(2 − cosky − coskz)]σx +

2ty sinkyσy + 2tz sinkzσz, whose form is borrowed from
Ref.[92]. It has two Weyl valleys near±K = (±K, 0, 0),
whereh(p) ≈ ∓2tx(sinK)pxσx + 2typyσy + 2tzσz, with p ≡
k ∓ K. The elementary excitations are chiral fermions car-
rying charge±e/2, and the fractional anomaly is given by
Eq.(4) withν = 1/8. There is a similar equation forjµL with
ν = −1/8. The boson Green’s function readsG(x, t) = detg,
which scales asG(0, t) ∝ 1/t6. This example can be realized
in 3D lattice boson model (rather than just realized at the sur-
face of 4D lattice models).

One dimensional fractionalized chiral modes propagating
along dislocations.

One way to detect the charge fractionalization in the frac-
tionalized Weyl semimetals is to induce an energy gap and
then create dislocations.

For simplicity, let us suppose that the mean field Hamilto-
nian Eq.(8) has one valley (right-handed fermion) aroundKR,
where the low energy Hamiltonian ishR(k) = vFσ · (k −KR),
and another valley (left-handed fermion) at momentumKL,
described byhL(k) = −vFσ · (k − KL). Now let us add an
external magnetic fieldB = Bẑ. In the presence of this mag-

netic field, the energy spectra areEn(pz) = ±vF

√

p2
z + 2eBl/N

with l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., wherepz = (k − KR/L)z. For thel = 0
mode, the± sign beforevF is determined by the chirality
(+ for right-handed,− for left-handed). Therefore, theeffec-
tive Hamiltonian for the zeroth Landau level can be written
compactly ash0(pz) = vFτzpz, where the Pauli matrixτz

refers to the two chiralities. Note thath0(pz) is independent
on B. Due to perfect nesting of Fermi surface, an infinitesi-
mal interaction can dynamically generate a mass[75, 92–94]
m(r) = 〈q†(x)τ+q(x)〉 ∝ ei[Q·x+θ(x)] , whereτ+ = τx + iτy,
Q = KL − KR, andθ(x) is a slowly varying variable. The
(charge or spin) density vary as[75] cos(Q ·x+ θ(x)), in which
θ(x) determines the locations of peaks and troughs of the den-
sity wave.

Suppose that there is a line dislocationl, such that for a
loop C aroundl we have

∫

C
dθ = 2π, thus the peaks and

troughs shift by one wavelength by making a circle around
l [see Fig.1]. In Ref.[75], it was shown for a similar prob-
lem (integer case) that there is a chiral mode alongl, which
is analogous to the edge state of integer quantum Hall effect
with Hall conductancee2/h. By similar calculation, it can be
shown for the present problem that there is chiral modes along
l with “Hall conductance”e2/N2h. In this sense the fraction-
alized chiral mode alongl is analogous to the 1D chiral Lut-
tinger liquid. Measuring this fractional “Hall conductance”
will be one way to confirm the fractionalized metals in 3D.

Fractional superconductors in 3D.
In the previous sections we have focused on the case with

parton chemical potentialµ = 0. Whenµ , 0, an infinites-
imal attractive interaction can induce Cooper instability, and
the ground state is a superconductor. Let us consider a Weyl
valley aroundKs. For a short-range interactiongδ(3)(x), the
superconducting gap is

∆s−wave= 〈qR↑(Ks + p)qR↓(Ks− p)〉 ∝ e−c/gρ (17)

where↑ and↓ refer to the two low energy degrees of freedom,
ρ is the density of states of partons at the Fermi level, andc
is a numerical coefficient of order of unity. More complicated
scenarios such as color superconductors[95, 96] can also arise
in our description, which will be left for future studies. Here
we would like to focus on model-independent physical conse-
quences.

One of the physical predictions is about the Josephson
effect[97, 98]. In fact, the parton Cooper pairs carry charge
2e/N, therefore, we expect fractional Josephson effects. In the
presence of a voltageV0 between two fractional superconduc-
tors connected by a weak link, alternating tunneling current
with frequency

ω0 =
2eV0

N~
(18)

can be observed (In this formula we have restored the Planck
constant~, which has been set to unity in our previous presen-
tation). We would like to mention that the fractional Joseph-
son effect has also been studied in 2D systems[99–102] in dif-
ferent approaches.

Conclusions.
In the present paper we have studied fractionalized (semi-

)metals in 3D through anS U(N) gauge theory. We have found
for them power-law Green’s functions with quantized expo-
nents. This formulation will be useful to 3D chiral Luttinger
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liquids and fractionalized Weyl semimetals. This gauge-
theoretical formulation resembles the standard model of parti-
cle physics, in which the chiral fermions are coupled toU(1)
andS U(N) gauge fields withN = 2, 3, theS U(2) being sup-
pressed at low energy due to the Higgs mechanism. In the field
of condensed matter, we believe thatfractional anomalieswill
provide much information about fractional topological states
of quantum matter. In addition to the significance of their
own right, the fractionalized (semi-)metals can also be re-
garded as the “mother states” of gapped fractional topological
states. In future it will be fruitful to establish explicit many-
body Hamiltonians for the scenarios proposed in the present
work, and to explore the implications of fractional anomalies
in depth.

The author would like to thank Xiao-Gang Wen, Yi Li,
Congjun Wu, and especially Shou-Cheng Zhang for insightful
discussions. The author is supported by NSFC under Grant
No. 11304175 and Tsinghua University Initiative Scientific
Research Program ( No. 20121087986).
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